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Preface 

This draft report of the Blue Ribbon Commission on Health Care 
Expenditures is being distributed to provide the public with 
information on the topics being considered by the Commissi,on, and 
the general approaches being suggested to deal with these topics. 
It is hoped that this will stimulate discussion and input to the 
COmmission, particularly at the public hearings to be held fn , 
Portland and Bangor in the next month. ... 

The report was prepared by the consultant to the Commission. It 
represents his understanding of the recommendations of the 
Commission reflecting a general consensus on concepts, the issues 
the Commission has decided to concentrate on for its report, and 
the areas which need further exploration. However it should not 
be taken as 'representing the views of the individual 

.: Commissioners.' To expedite making the report publicly available 
"" it has not been' reviewed by the Commission prior to distribution. 

<Speoifio details on the recommendations will be filled in after 
public input and further discussion. 

The final report of theComm1ssion can be expected to contain a 
more detailed discussion of the issues discussed hereafter, and 
possibly other issues raised in the public hearings. However the 
Commission realizes that many important issues relating to health 
care expenditures will not be addressed adequately, and some may 
not be addressed at all. This is inevitable due to shortage of 
time and limited resources. Some of the other important issues' 
are being addressed by other Commissions, and in some instances 
topics have been noted here as requiring further study. Other 
Commissions and committees studying health care problems of the 
State of Maine include: 

- The Commission to Study Access to Health Care 

This Commission is reviewing mechanisms to enhance health care 
access and curb inappropriate health resource utilization. 

- The Maine Health Policy Advisory Council 

This Council is reviewing technological advances and development 
of innovative and alternative health care modalities 

- The Commission to Study the Necessity and Feasibility of 
Establishing a Health Information Record 
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This Commission is reviewing the health care data currently 
available to Maine consumers and businesses, and is considering 
possible expansions to this data collection. 

- The Commission to Study the Status ot the Nursing and 
Health Care Protessions in Maine 

This Commission is conducting a wide-ranging analysis ot Maine's 
health care personnel shortage. 

Other areas, such as malpractice insurance rates, tort retorm, 
and mandated· benetits, were considered by the Commission to\be . 
outside ot the scope ot work which could be accomplished in the 
available time. These topics will warrant study in the tutur~. 
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Hospital inpatient services 

The Commission is recommending that a number of alternative 
systems be available for the regulation of inpatient hospital 
rates or revenues: 

1) One regulatory option would ~e a per case payment 
system, adjusted each year for a market basket 
inflation factor, plus a factor ( to be determined ) to 
reflect changes in technology not covered by \. 
Certificate of Need projects, changes in medical \ 
practice, and the aging of the population. \ 

2) A Total Revenue System would exist as· an option for \ 
. " hospitals with relatively self contained ,catchment· 

.. ,,:,. " '<. areas, . not· in direct· competi tionwi th\'other .: hospi tals •. 
. "This total revenue' system ',would cove~·;)bo.th: inpatient' 

and outpatient services~ »".,' ··;;"·):r.i(,;·· 

',' ~ 1 '- . , . 

.' , " ~ " 

'; The' Rate"Setting' BodY:~Sh~Uld, encour~e;'!\d,~~Jstration' 
projects which,furtherSthe:, goals .of!{aocessible i;, . , . 

i affordable;· and ;qualitY>:'he;&l.th,icarehi;i}~l:ie:::Rat~:;~~S,~tting~,~ 
.: Body should have the authority.,L~o;v8.1ve:;any'u..d ,}aJ.l;':,';::; 
'. 'regulatory and .'statutory;'.requiremeDts~for,demonstrat10n 
,projects which turther~'the j,over&lF goals::,of;:the' system , 

, as described in the enabl·ing legislation.;'," '."",: 

.~. Different, regulatory ,systems'; should .. ' be . ~tilized for;i: 

. speoialty hospitals (e.g.,' psychiatric ,and ,:, " .,." 
'. / 

rehabilitation hospitals.) .. and other hospitals '" J' 

identified by the Rate Setting Body ,as beingun1que o~>, 
different within the Maine, health care system~ . 

The Commission is recommending that the regulatory system 
establish a standard component in the rate, to be phased in over 
a five year period, but with the standard not to exceed 50% of' 
the payment at the end of the phase-in. This recommendation is 
intended to reward productivity. 

The Commission's recommendation on discounting by hospitals is: 
Total Patient Revenue system hospitals should only be permitted 
to give discounts which are approved by the Rate Setting Body. 
Hospitals on the per case payment system should be permitted to 
contract freely with payors for discounts or payment methods, 
provided that the discounts do not increase the charges to other 
payors. 

An appeal mechanism should be established. This app~al mechanism 
should be limited to major items, say items having an impact on 
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costs or revenues of at least 2% of the total costs of the 
hospital, and which are not taken account of in the formula used 
to develop the rates. The Rate Setting Body should have the 
option of recommending that charges be cut if a hospital has 
filed an appeal and the Rate Setting Body determines that the 
hospital's charges are too high. 

The Commission is recommending that an amount be sought from the 
General Fund to cover the projected increase in the total 
shorttalls in Medicare and Medicaid payments in the next year. 
The amount would be distributed among the hospitals most aftected 
by the shorttalls. . 

The Commission has not yet reached a conclusion on the issue\ot ~ 
pooling ot bad debts, charity care and governmental shorttall~, 
and would welcome input on this subject tor its deliberations~ 

The structure ot the Rate Setting. Body is an issue which will 
require further discussion,' and·· on which the Commission. is split, 
but themajor.ity ot the J Commission consider that· the Rate Setting 
Body should., bean independent executive .agency .•. ; The manner ot ; . 
appointment·, composition:;: and duties'··ot the Rate Setting Body. are 
to be discussed at·, a;· later ;date:,~and . this discussion will include' · . > discussion, ot· the mechanisms .to;,be~;,used .to.ensure accountability. 
Input will be welcomed;on"this· subject.; : ,'". ' .... 

Bosp1tal·Outpat1ent .Serricea " 

The Commission is recommending that the revenues trom outpatient 
services would continue to be regulated tor hospi.tals in the! 
Total Revenue Payment system. No·decision.has been reached·on 
whether outpatient rates' should be regulated tor other hospitals •. 

Other questions on hospital outpatient services the Commission is 
going to have to answer are: 

lIDS 

1) Should hospital outpatient departments be cross
subsidized it they are not subject to rate regulation, 

2) how should the amount ot the subsidy be determined, and 

3) how can it be assured that the subsidy is being used tor 
the purpose tor which it was provided? 

Haine, like all other states, has a growing problem with AIDS in 
some ot the major urban areas. The Commission has great concern 
about this issue and would welcome input on the adequacy of the 
care currently available for AIDS patients and alternative 
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mechanisms for caring for AIDS patients, e.g., hospices, which 
should be considered. 

No change is recommended to the regulation of nursing home rates 
for non-Medicaid patients. The hospitals in Maine have problems 
in placing high care Medicaid patients in nursing homes. These 
problems result in the patients experiencing extended-hospital 
stays when they are not in need of that level of care. This 
problem may be alleviated in three ways: '\ 

1) expansion of the supply of nursing home beds; \ 
\ 

2) providing financial incentives to the nursing homes; to 
take the heavier care Medicaid patients; and, 

3) eliminating .some marginal'.admissions;:-to nursing .homes 
by pre-admission review and thereby making 'more beds . 
available for the'patientsin most need of them. 

More study may- -be appropriate on the particular problems 
experienced by physicians practicing in rural areas, and on 
methods _ to alleviate these problems ~-\This- is an area which 
should be studied by a group with strong physician 
representation. 

brae aDd -other health· prot'eaa1ODala 
On the issue of shortages of nurses and other health 
professionals, the Blue Ribbon Commission is deferring to the 
Commission established to discuss this topic specifically. 

HaIldatecl beIlef'1ta 

The CommisSion recognizes that mandated benefits are an issue 
which requires further discussion, and that more information is 
needed on the impact of mandated benefits on the health care 
system. 
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Regulation o~ hospital rates or revenues 

Inpatient rates or re't'enuea 

The Commission is recommending that a number of alternative 
systems be available for the regulation of inpatient hospital 
rates or revenues: 

1) One regulatory option would be a per case payment 
system, adjusted each year for a market basket \ 
inflation factor, plus a factor to be determined ~o 
reflect changes in technology not covered by ~\ 
Certificate of Heed projects, changes in medical I 

practice, and the aging of the population. \ 

2) A Total Revenue System would exist as an option for 
hospitals with relatively self contained catchment "I, 

areas,jlot in direct competition with ,other:',hospitals.';:,.,; 
This total revenue system would cover both 'inpatient "", :: 
and outpatient ,services.>" \, 

3) The Rate Setting Body should encourage demonstration 
projects which further 'the goals of,accessible,' 
affordable; and quality health care." The Rate Sett1ng,~:·., ' 
Body should have the authority,to wa1veany,and;all ,i:;,; 

, regulatory ,and, statutory requirements' for ,'projects ,,:;,:""';','/:"';' 
which' further: the overall" goals of' the' system! as), "i:' ' 

described in the enabling legislation. : i" 

_)Different regw,atory systems,should be ,utilized for 
specialty hospitals (e.g., psychiatric and 
rehabilitation hospitals ) and other hospitals ! ' ," ' 

'identified by the Rate Setting Body as being unique' or' 
dif~erent within the Maine health care system. 

Outpatient rates or revenues 

The current system of regulating the rates of hospital outpatient 
services is unsatisfactory because the unit of measure for 
volume, equivalent inpatient admiSSions, is inadequate. Some 
change in the method of regulation is therefore needed. 
Outpatient services are the fastest growing component of hospital 
care, but the growth is mainly due to increase in volume and not 
increase in rates. The Commission has a particular concern to 
ensure that access to outpatient services is preserved. 
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Hospitals on the Total patient revenue system: 

The total patient revenue payment system would include the 
revenues from both inpatient and outpatient services. This is 
essential since there is a shift occurring from inpatient to 
outpatient settings, and it would be unreasonable to have a 
system which guaranteed a constant inpatient revenue while 
inpatient volume was declining, and an increasing outpatient 
revenue because outpatient volume was increasing. Also, to 
attempt to separate the inpatient and outpatient costs and 
revenues would unnecessarily complicate the system. '\ 

1'. 

Hospitals on the rate per case payment or other system for \ 
inpatients: \ 

The Commission is still considering the issue of whether 
outpatient. rates should be regulated.for hospitals on the per 
case payment system,.or,onothersystems, apart , from the Total 

';'; RevenueSystem.discussed;above.:::Options which 'have been .•. ,. 
'.\discussed:· include :';:*:,'h " 

."I:'·;~~ "t~·~.: . 

" ,1) Ro:regulation;'otroutpatient~rates" and:. ", j", . 
'. ..;~." . . ,'., '.' ' " ;' 

-. 

,.,:' ';' 2) Set therate·'perfunit!of servic~ by department~: 

; To date nO'i decision. has- been; made.<' The decision is complicated 
by _ .the issue' of, cross-subsidization' of-outpatient services' which 

''-: is. discussed' below~';\':A'i'major'topic ,of discussion'· has 'been the . 
" question of whether it;,would' be appropriate to -allow cross-· I 
: subsidization-of outpatient. services" by/::inpatient services if the 
: outpatient rates' are-not subject to regulation;.; The issue of! 
separatinginpatient·and outpatient 'costs has also been raised. 

Input is solicited on the subjects of: 

1) Whether hospital outpatient rates should be regulated, 

2} The appropriate form of regulation of outpatient rates, 

3} Whether hospital inpatient services currently subsidize 
hospital outpatient services. 
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eo.ponents of the rate aettiDg syst_. 

standard component or screens 

When hospital payment rates are based upon the actual costs of 
the hospital in a single year then hospitals which were low cost 
in that year will be required to stay low cost and hospitals 
which were inefficient in that year will be permitted to stay 
inefficient, or·will be overly rewarded as their efficiency 
improves. In.other words, such a system does not reward \ 
efficiency in the base year or penalize inefficiency in' the\base 
year. To adjust for this problem it· is possible .tobase the\ -
rates of the hospitals partly on hospital specific costs and \ 
partly upon a standard.'\ 

The Commission is recommending that the regulatory system 
: establish a standard, component in the rate, to be phased in over· 
a fiveyear:period;):but ; with the . standard not to exceed 50~ of 

. the payment'"at ~ tbe 'end ··'ofi:.the . phase-in. :" This would ,encourage .;:and. 
'. 'reW8rd ' .• prOductivitY/"'\?"!he .?phase-in' period'. would ,'permit ';: h1gh~ cost 
"~'hospitalsj~time~!t·o;'!i.adj\1St:i,to,;·the ·constraints beiDgfplaced,upoD:i~ 

.;.' them. without undue, harctship. ',:.., ..", .:' < . ..' .... , ,., . 

'. 'Th~' standard: .rate:;co~i'b~ ~based' on , a 'state, ( o~, peer:; group:, ) '/ . i , .• 
.', average.rate"or;:.:could;;bercalculated'trom the Medicare<rate, with· ." 

..... , ;;.; '0 some'; adjustments; forY'thel;'inequi ties" of' the, Medicare; payment~', j Ii" . 
system.', .. ,. AD: advantage !of/basing it,'onthe Medicare rate is that . 
this is alreadY"kDown~"7while developing;a state standard would . , 

... ,turn into a':complicated'~exercise asit.became necessary to, adjust 
. for all. the, various faotors which' would be raised. and which /.: 
account for.justifiable differences in the cost . levels of the . 
hospitals, ,.e.g.' direct· and.'·indirect ·.medical education costs.; 
Suggestions are welcomed on how the standard rate should be 
established. 

Differentials and discounts 

The current system allows for some approved discounts. Blue_ 
Cross currently receives such a discount, and the rates of other 
payors are increased to adjust for the discount provided to Blue 
Cross. The discount to Blue Cross was quantified through a study 
which demonstrated the magnitude of the discount that was 
economically justified. Such justified and approved discounts 
would continue to be provided. 

The major question which must be addressed is whether the 
hospitals and payors should be permitted to negotiate discounts 
which are not economically justified, and not reviewed by the 
Rate Setting Body. Certainly hospitals should not be provided 
solvency guarantees if they provide unapproved discounts, and 
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they should not be permitted to increase their charges to other 
payors to recoup the shortfalls resulting from voluntarily 
negotiated discounts which are not economically justified or 
approved. 

A major question the Commission is addressing is: Should 
hospitals be allowed to negotiate discounts and alternative 
payment methods with payors, without review of these agreements 
by the Rate setting Body? 

The Commission's recommendation on this question is: . Total\ 
patient revenue system hospitals ·should only.be permitted tol';give. 
discounts which are approved by the Rate Setting Body. Hospitals: 
on the per case payment syStem should be permitted to contract\ 
freely with payors for' discounts. or payment.methods, provided i 
that the discounts do not increase the charges to other payors. 

Appeal mechanism' , ,.;.': '.', 
,:,. 
1 

.', ,The :'systems;. ,being discussed,,'are, largel,;y'i tormula::driven, but, no,!; 
tormula; driven" system, can ;anticipate,f~every i~ eventuality.'" Some ~. . , 
'mechan1sm:DlUst'r bebu1lt;;.1Dto"the system t. so.i.; that:taYhospi tal, can , 

.. ,appeal tor", changes ':which·are:\unexpect6d i;and, not:~:'automatioally " " 
,., ":: adjusted', tor.!' At"thesame"time"the:'.;appeals:DlUstl;'be 'limited or::'~' 

they will deteat':the ;pw-poseot the ,regulatory,; systein"to' :control'; 
costs and charges. " ' , " , . 

, , 

The appealmeOhanism!'~h6uldbe limit'ed. to,1~jor.items, say items . , 
having:, an impact on costs 'or revenues ,; of,at: least,,2~of the· total 
costs of the/bospital,Ji8.nd,J,whioh are:'not::',taken' account ot .in, the 
tormula used to develop the rates. The,.Rate Setting Body should 
have the option ot recommending that charges be cut it a hospital 
has tiled an appeal and the Rate Setting, Body determines that ,the.', ' 
hospital's charges are too high. 

Governmental shortfalls 

The Medicare progpam is paying most hospitals much less than 
their charges and some less than their costs. Similarly the 
Medicaid program is underpaying hospitals. The current hospital 
payment system in Maine ensures that the charges to the other 
payors can be increased to fully cover any shortfalls between the 
payments from Medicare and Medicaid and the financial 
requirements that the Maine Health Care Finance Commission 
allocates to Medicare and Medicaid. It is expected that these 
shortfalls will continue to increase over the next several years, 
and, absent any alternative mechanism to fund these shortfalls, 
will result in SUbstantial increases in hospital charges. 

The Commission is recommending that an amount be sought from the 
General Fund to cover the projected increase in the total 
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shortfalls over the next year. The amount would be distributed 
among the hospitals most affected by the shortfalls. 

The Commission has had much discussion on the current level and 
the distribution of the shortfall, and would welcome proposals 
for dealing with this problem. 

Cross-subsidization 
\ 

Emergency rooms and clinics are generally priced at substant~ally 
below cost. The charges for other services are increased to '~e '. 
up for the shortfall. This underpricing is considered necess~y~ 
to ensure that the basic emergency room and clinic services .\ 
remain affordable, and so as not ~o discoUrage access to these; 
services. Also, there is a high level of bad debts 'and charity 
care in these services, and increasing charges is likely to .. 
increase :the uncollectible· accounts •. 'There is'; some· question, as . 
to whether·the profits ~made onother,.outpatientservices' are . 
sufficient. to' cover.:.the,.shortfall. ont~emergency, rooms',and~cl1n1Cs,,"· ." i 

or.:whether ,·there. 'is 'also',some' subsidy.); currently ~. being provided ;i(f.' ;' '0' .,., r 
from inpatient care ..' The' data "presently"available\'to the.';,: ,,':it,· " 

.' Collllll1ssion is' not suffiCient to. provide" an,' answer Ito this ',' ',. ,"., . i' 
'question.- (' Any' data: aVailable toprov1de':·.this answer would ': be .:> 
gratefully received. . . ! 
The hospitals ·.in the ·.Total'revenue'systeml::would . continue ,·to',have ,',.',' ' 
their outpatient' revenues regulated ,and so' should ,continue to'· • 
have cross subsidization permitted,. as·:at';·present •. ,·For those '." 
hospitals in the per case·payment system: a 'policy 'decision must 
be made. 

The questions the Collllll1ssion:is going to have to answer are: 
Should hospital outpatient departments be cross-subsidized if 
they are not subject to rate regulation, and, if so, how should 
the amount of the'subsidy be determined, and how can it be 
assured that the subsidy is being used for the purpose for which 
it was provided? 

Options for the level of cross-subsidy of emergency rooms and 
clinics include: 

1 Eliminate all explicit subsidies from inpatient 
services 

2 Specify a set level of subsidy to be provided as long 
as the subsidized services were continued at their 
current level. 

3 Have the level of subsidy set each year 

The Commission has deferred a deCision on this issue pending 
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further discussion of the issue of deregulation of outpatient 
rates. Public input on the issue would be welcomed. 

DeIIoDatrat:l.ona 

Several different types of demonstrations should be encouraged: 

hospital payment demonstrations; and, 1) 

2) demonstrations on change of a hospital to a lower level 
of care. 

Hospital payment demonstrations: 

\ 
" , 

The current statute allows great flexibility for hospital payment 
demonstrations •. Language should be included in any new hospital 
rate or revenue regulation statute permitting· demonstrations 
which further the overall goals of the payment system, and 
hospitals should be encouraged to propose demonstrations. The 
Rate Setting Body should have the authority of waive any and all 
regulatory and statutory requirements for such demonstrations. 

Lower level facilities: 

There are several hospitals in the state that are unlikely to be 
able to remain viable as acute general hospitals because of low 
patient volume. When the olosure of suoh a hospital would cause 
aocess problems due to no acute general hospital being available 
within a reasonable travel distance it may be apprOpriate to have 
the hospital continue as a health care faoility, but at a lower 
level than a general acute hospital. The State of Montana has a 
proposal to the Health Care Financing Administration for such 
lower level facilities, which would provide some basic inpatient 
care as well as outpatient care, and have lower licensing 
requirements so that costs could be reduced. Federal waivers 
would be needed to enable the facilities to be paid by Medicare 
for basic forms of inpatient care. This model, with some 
modifications, may be appropriate for Maine. 

Legislation should provide for such demonstrations. The precise 
nature of the lower level facilities, the scope of care they 
should be permitted to provide, and the licensing requirements to 
which they should be subject, should be the topic for a task 
force including hospital, physician and payor representatives. 

Pools tor bad debts, char:l.ty care and governmental shortfalls 

Bad debt and charity care pools ·are desirable where there are 
major differences in the bad debt and charity care loads of 
hospitals, and the resulting differential mark-ups from costs to 
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charges place the hospitals with high bad debt and charity care 
loads at a disadvantage, for example, in contracting with HMOs or 
PPOs. At present there are hospitals which are relatively low 
cost, but which have relatively high charges because their rates 
include a large component for bad debts, charity care, and 
governmental shortfalls. In Maine the differences in bad debt 
and charity care loads among hospitals are not sufficient to 
justify the establishment of a pool just for the purpose of 
spreading this more evenly across hospitals. Indeed, this t 

spreading would have the effect of transferring money from i~ss 
afflUent ,rural areas to more affluent urban areas, which, does not 
seem a very socially desirable result." Including the \ 
governmental shortfalls in the pool results in a reallocation \. 
which may make more sense from a social policy viewpoint, but \ 
will result in large increases and decreases in individual 
hospital rates,and,so may not be palatable. 

Several states haveestablishedbaddebt"'and:Ph~ity'carepools, 
withtheitunding<source\being"a"',tax,on~thehospitals~:;i';".The,'eff'ect 

, of' the POoi8l;-1s;!;:thus"to;jredistribute'these'"costs~~un1f'orla1y across, 
, ,~thehospit~s , > and :,so~he pri va~e " payors.':~{\lIowev;f;lr ~ii:it ,;is 'still;,,;a 
',:case where'~the\:1nsured~,~and; the ~paying'ii8iok :,are"being" taxed, to ' pay 

" ", :I,tor the ;costs,':usociat8d'lwith':,treatment;'~of;lthe:;'non~pay1ng, sick." ;".,', 
" It would;be:f~er<,to'obtain,.a,;'broader!'base of';payment:~fort.thes~ 
"costs. ,The'reason,',;for,ichoosing the hospital tax foption is that' , ' 
",", this '.is' the/option (which: has '\ been most ; politicallYf acceptable ,'!, 

,,' since' it does not result in"anynew'i;axes',:and ,is a;;: ',' 
'redistributio~,which:lsd1tticult to argue,against1on,social 
policy grounds. ' ,", 'ii i 

The Commission has'not yet reached a conclusion on this issue, 
and would welcome input for its deliberations. 

Bate Sett1Dg Bod7 

The Commission has discussed the issue of the structure of the 
Rate Setting Body. This could be an independent executive agency 
or an agency within the executive branch. It usually works better 
to have the programs administered by an independent executive 
agency, since such a body has more flexibility in hiring and 
contracting than a section within the normal state government. 
It provides a forum for representation by various interested 
parties and it also provides some independence from the budget 
concerns of the state Medicaid program, which can result in a 
conflict of interest if the same organization is determining the 
payment rates of the hospitals, and then paying the rates for 
services provided to Medicaid beneficiaries. 

The Rate Setting Body must be held accountable for its actions, 
but is unlikely to be able to operate successfully if every 
individual decision is subject to review by the legislature or 
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the executive branch. An overall review of its performance at 
periodic intervals is necessary to ensure accountability. 

This is an issue which will require further discussion, and on 
which the Commissioners have a variety of views, but the majority 
of the Commission consider that the Rate setting Body should be 
an independent executive agency. The reason for this is to 
eliminate the potential conflict of interest discussed above in 
regard to Medicaid expenditures. 

The manner of, appointment , composition and duties of the Rate' ~ 
Setting Body are to be discussed at a later date, and this \ 
discussion will include discussion of the mechanisms to be used\ 
to ensure accountability. Input will be welcomed on this 
subject. 

Jlura1ng., hoMa 

'. No change' is recommended to the regulation of nursing home rates 
for 'non-Medicaid' patients.' 'The. hospitals in Maine have problems,. 
in, placing;;bigh care Medicaid patients ,in ,nursing ,homes. ' These' 

',problems"result',in ",the, patients 'experiencing extended"hospital 
stayswhen"they;'are:not in need 'of that level of care. This 
problem may be alleviated in three ways:,' 

1) expansion of the supply of nursing home beds; 

2) "'providing financial' incentives ito the nursing homes to 
take the heavier care Med1caid:patients;and, 

3) eliminating some marginal admissions to nursing homes 
by pre-admission review and thereby making more beds' 
available for the patients in most need of them. 

1. Expansion of the nursing home bed supply. 

The state is already taking action to increase the supply ot 
nursing home beds. 

2. Providing financial incentives. 

The Medicaid program is planning to develop and implement a 
severity based payment system tor nursing home patients. The 
development and implementation ot that system should be 
expedited. 

3. Eliminating marginal admissions. 

The Medicaid program should establish some demonstration programs 
in the use ot pre-admission review tor all patients, not just 
patients who are Medicaid eligible on admission to the nursing 
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home. Suoh demonstrations have taken plaoe in other states and 
some ot these other demonstrations oould be used as models tor 
the program to be developed in Maine. 

~. Swing beds tor hospitals, subjeot to overall limits on nursing 
home beds 

A swing bed program is available tor small hospitals. This 
allows the eligible hospitals to use their unoooupied beds.as 
nursing home beds, and be' paid on that basis. \ 

There ,are ,some part1oul~r problems:assooiated.,with institution\' c: 

1ihioh have both hospital and nursing home oomponents. Care \ 
should betaken to ensure that they are Dot disadvantaged by any 
ohanges in the regulations. 

'1";;': Comments ',fare;\invited :,'on <the 'statting'~and' other. (;problems being,,·,,"'" 
t , .. ·experien0ecl by nursing homes • .' ' < ;:j' 

"'.-" ; 

.::/ ... > " 
, . . 

, -,.' 

...... , 

,;.;.;, •. :1; "',: .{~;),;)::~e;:':l~~Jlli~;:oth~r;states"hhaa;a::growing;':Problemwith AIDS in ';' ,,;.) 
, !·';':l'}some::ot.the,;majorJurban areas. The, Commission,;, has great.,ooncern! 

. :' ;',/ about thi~ dss~e and I·.would . weloome input i' on·, the adequaoy ot ·:,the,l .'.; ,',": ',,' ~: 
:;" oare;'ourrently'available'tor;;.AIDS patients'.,ed alternative···p~. 'f, ,',': 

~meohan1sms ,:-,8.g. ,.hospioes" ;~wh1oh should:.be.ioonsidered io : 

,;'; 

Phy!1c1aD, Shortages . 

The 'responses to the,survey:distributed::bythe Commission 
indioated that there are shortages ot a.number otphysioian 
speoialtiesin various regions'ot Maine.':\.These shortages are 
being exaoerbated by the rapidinoreasesin malpraotioe premiums 
tor oertain speoialties, partioularly obstetrios. Two aotivities 
are needed to help to resolve these problems: 

1) Some meohanism to reduoe the malpraotioe premium 
inoreases, partioularly tor obstetrioians; and, 

2) a meohanism to attraot physioians, partioularly primary 
oare physioians to praotioe in the medioally 
underserved areas ot Maine. 

The meohanisms might inolude forgiveness of student loans tied to 
praotioing iri a medioally underserved area, or explioit subsidy 
of th~physioian's inoome while the praotioe is being developed. 
More study may be appropriate on the partioular problems 
experienoed by physioians praotioing in rural areas, and on 
methods to alleviate these problems. 

Ah 



Particular programs which might be beneficial include: 

1) Increase Medicaid payments for primary care physicians 

2) Start up grants for physicians setting up practices in 
underserved areas. 

3) Loan forgiveness for physicians who practice a certain number 
of years in underserved areas. \. 

. The Medicare payment system for physicians should be carefully\ .:. ... 
watched, and the state should be prepared to respond to the " \ 
fairly radical changes which can be expected, either to adopt \ 
good ideas, or correct perverse incentives. ' 

Tort reform is another area which is~deserving of;further study. 

These are subjects which should be the (subject:; of further study 
~, .. byi'a' group with strong physician representation.:" . 

Shortyea ot, other health: Proteaa1ODalaf::",.:·~' . . . " 

Burses and other~ heal th professionals rare. apparently :,in short ' ." 
supply in Maine,' as inthe:remainder.of,(the countrY';\i::The deman(;t :': .. ' i i 

li: for ·registered:.\nurses is increasing,'i'and~'atthe same:·time "),::<,' ' " 
enrollment in' nursing education programs:, is . dropping. , -As a; .".1 ,: .• 

'resul t greater ~'shortages can! be: anticipated ,·in the: future. : . ,:In i·;;, : .. 
, the short term hospitals will have to \de8.l with these problems i by" 

using ,the professionals who are available:as effectively as 
possible. . In the longer term it is. necessary to' encourage "more '.[,~" 
people to enter this field. :This should:start with programs in 
the high schools to educate the students ,on the opportunities 
available and encourage them to train as health professionals. 

A separate Commission to study the Status of Nursing and Health 
Care Professions in Maine has been established, and has just 
started its deliberations. The findings of this Commission 
should be useful to the Blue Ribbon Commission in making its 
final recommendations to the legislature. There have been 
numerous other legislative initiatives in this area. 

The Commission solicits input on other ideas for dealing with the 
shortages of health care workers. 

Mandated benefits 

The Commission recognizes that mandated benefits are an issue 
which requires further discussion, and that more information is 
needed on the impact of mandated benefits on the health care 
system. 

',.1 



Data co11eotion 1'roII non-boapital providers 

The Commission has discussed non-hospital services, such as free 
standing clinics, surgi-centers, and diagnostic centers, and the 
shift of hospital provided services to these settings. There has 
been some'i discussion of extending some regulation to these 
sett1ngs,~e.g., data collection. The Commission has not yet 
reached any conclusions on these issues. 
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